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[0001] The present invention relates to a gas cooking appliance, such as a gas cooktop (or cooking hob) or a free
standing cooker, according to the preamble of claim 1.
[0002] Typically, a gas cooking appliance comprises one or more burners rigidly connected to a supporting and
protective structure, and a gas feeding circuit to feed gas to the burner(s).
[0003] A cooktop, in particular, typically comprises a supporting plate or frame of rectangular shape and having a
plurality of seats, a plurality of burners positioned in the seats and fixed to the supporting frame, and a gas feeding
circuit, to feed combustion gas to the burners. These parts are typically assembled with each other so as to form a single
rigid body.
[0004] In turn, each burner typically comprises a burner body fixed to the supporting frame, a burner crown held by
the burner body and having circumferential openings for the exit of the air-gas combustion mixture, a cap closing the
burner top, a gas injector to eject a gas flow into the burner body, a tubular element (typically integrated in the burner
crown) for air/gas mixing by means of the Venturi effect, a thermocouple and a spark plug support (also usually integrated
in the burner crown).
[0005] These burners may have different dimensions, as well as different size of the burner ports so as to achieve
different velocity, pressure, inclination and distribution of the air-gas mixture. Moreover, it Is possible to have more
complex burner structures, with two or even three flame crowns.
[0006] The gas feeding circuit typically comprises a gas rail extending along one side of the supporting frame and
designed to be connected to an external gas feeding pipe, a plurality of valves distributed along the gas rail in a number
corresponding to the number of burners, a corresponding number of gas pipes connecting the gas rail to the burner via
the valves, and a plurality of joints (typically "elbow", "push on" and "Boule and nut" connectors), to connect each other
the external gas feeding pipe with the gas rail, the gas rail with the valves, the valves with the pipes, and the pipes with
the burners.
[0007] Typically, the cooktop also comprises a top plate, which is positioned onto the supporting frame to define
therebetween a space where the gas feeding circuit is arranged.
[0008] All these components are necessarily made of a heat-resistant material. In particular, the burners are typically
made of die cast aluminium, which is safe, easy to cast and long lasting. The other above-mentioned parts of the
appliance, like the connection pipes, the gas valves and the main rail, are usually made of aluminium, zinc plated, iron
or brass.
[0009] The mass production of this kind of appliance has demonstrated the existence of some drawbacks, such as
the high number of the constructional components, the time needed to assembly them, as well as the complexity of the
die casting process to produce the burners and the resulting increase of the overall production costs, since the die
casting tooling has a limited duration over time, and a high cost of energy consumed. Moreover, it has been observed
that some parts of the appliance made of the above-mentioned materials may have a limited duration and may deteriorate
due to corrosion or cleaning agents.
[0010] Some of these drawbacks have already been highlighted in the patent literature.
[0011] US2003000512 points out that a major drawback of typical burners made of a plurality of pieces assembled
together is that they have a large number of constructional components, so that a significant amount of time is required
to assemble the individual components as a single unit, and then to assemble the burners on the cooking hobs. The
same difficulties exist when the burner must be assembled or disassembled for maintenance or routine cleaning purposes.
[0012] The same document highlights that the production of the individual components by means of die-casting processes is complex and increases the overall production costs, and that the material used, typically pressure-cast aluminium,
has a limited duration and is subject to corrosion by the cleaning agents.
[0013] The document then suggests, in order to overcome these problems, to realize a gas burner for a cooking hob
wherein a burner body, a flame-dividing element defining together with said burner body an air/gas mixing chamber,
and a converging/diverging duct defining a Venturi tube located downstream of a gas injector, are part of a monolithic
structure in the form of a pressed sheet-metal casing, in particular made of steel.
[0014] However, such solution, although being relatively safe and cheap, can be used only in limited circumstances
because of the material used. In particular, it can be implemented only in very simple types of gas burner, which perform
the minimum and essential functions of any gas burner. In addition, the problem of assembling the burner with a plurality
of other parts still exists.
[0015] Another solution for making the production process of a cooking hob easier and cheaper is suggested by
EP0615096A1, which describes a cooking plateau for a gas device made of a heat-resistant material, such as glass,
plastic, aluminium, or ultra-deep drawn steel. The cooking plateau integrates burner housings, pan supports, and hinge
points, so as to have a single plate-shaped part suitable to achieve different functions.
[0016] However, this solution offers only a limited advantage, as it concerns only the plateau, while all the other parts
are still made according to known techniques, with the same materials and design. Therefore the overall production
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process is still subject to the above-mentioned drawbacks.
[0017] GB 2 266 140 A discloses a cooker top provided with a plurality of gas burners carried by a plurality of central
blocks. Said central blocks include ducts for supplying to the gas burners. The cooker top comprises at least one lateral
ramp for supplying gas. The central blocks are interchangeable with one another. The central blocks and the ramp form
modules for the cooker top. The central blocks and the ramp may be made of thermoplastic material.
[0018] It would therefore be desirable, and it is actually a main purpose of the present invention, to provide a gas
cooking appliance that can be manufactured and assembled/disassembled in an easier and less expensive way than
the cooking appliances of the prior art, wherein said gas cooking appliance allows an adaptive arrangement of the burner
or burners.
[0019] The Applicant has found that by making one or more parts of a gas cooking appliance of a thermosetting or
thermoplastic material by an injection moulding process it is possible to reduce the production costs, since the cost per
single piece is lower and it is possible to integrate some of these parts in a single piece by the same moulding process.
Moreover, by integrating some parts together in a single piece the overall production process can be sensibly simplified
and the final gas cooking appliance can be easier to assemble/disassemble.
[0020] A thermosetting material (or thermo-set) is a polymer material for which it is not possible to define a melting
point, and a progressive increase a temperature would not result in its melting but instead in its burn. In particular, the
material is a resin consisting of at least two monomers bound together to form a polymer through branching (crosslinking process) under the action of a catalyst activated by a temperature increase.
[0021] Differently, for a thermoplastic material there is no cross-linking process, and the polymeric chains overlap one
onto the other without a precise order (or with a predetermined orientation in the case of semi-crystalline structures) and
without chemical constraints, so that in this case a melting point can be defined.
[0022] In particular, according to the present invention, at least the following parts can be advantageously made of a
thermosetting material:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the supporting frame or part thereof;
the burner bodies;
the gas rail;
the spark plug body (insulation body);
the connection elements that connects the rail to an external feeding pipe for receiving gas; and
the connection pipes feeding the gas from the rail to the burner.

[0023] According to the present invention, three or more of these parts can be integrated in a single piece of thermosetting material by a single injection moulding process. Possibly, all these parts may be realized as a single piece.
[0024] In a first aspect thereof, the present invention thus relates to a gas cooking appliance, comprising a support
frame, at least one burner rigidly connected to the support frame, and a gas feeding circuit to feed gas to the burner,
wherein at least one of the following components is made of a thermosetting material:
•
•
•
•
•
•

at least one burner body, being part of the at least one burner;
a spark plug body, connected to the at least one burner;
at least one gas connection pipe, being part of the gas feeding circuit, to feed gas to the at least one burner;
a gas rail, being part of the gas feeding circuit, connected to the support frame;
a connection member, being part of the gas feeding circuit, for connecting the gas rail to an external feeding pipe; and
at least part of the support frame.

[0025] At least three of said components are made as a single piece of thermosetting material.
[0026] The single piece includes at least part of the support frame.
[0027] In addition or in alternative, the single piece may include the at least one burner body. Preferably, the at least
one burner body includes supports for a thermocouple and a spark plug.
[0028] In addition, the single piece includes the gas rail.
[0029] In addition or in alternative, the single piece may include the at least one gas connection pipe.
[0030] In addition, the single piece includes the connection member.
[0031] In one possible embodiment, the gas cooking appliance comprises a plurality of burner bodies and a plurality
of gas connection pipes, each connection pipe being designed to feed gas from the gas rail to a corresponding burner
body, and the single piece includes all the burner bodies and all the connection pipes.
[0032] The single piece may also include also a plurality of joints connecting with each other different parts of the
single piece.
[0033] In one possible embodiment, the support frame comprises a horizontal plate having at least one seat for hosting
said at least one burner and this plate is made of thermosetting material.
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[0034] In another possible embodiment, the support frame may comprise at least one crossbar holding said at least
one burner and this crossbar is made of thermosetting material.
[0035] The support frame may also comprise, on each side of the appliance, two vertical bars (one on the front side
and one on the back side of the appliance) and two horizontal bars (one on the top side and one on the bottom side of
the appliance) and, in one possible embodiment, these vertical bars and/or these horizontal bars are made of thermosetting material.
[0036] The gas cooking appliance may advantageously comprise a plurality of burners, each burner including a burner
body, and all the burner bodies may be made of thermosetting material.
[0037] The gas feeding circuit may comprise a plurality of gas connection pipes to feed gas to said burners, and all
the gas connection pipes may be made of thermosetting material.
[0038] In a further aspect thereof, the present invention relates to a process for producing a gas cooking appliance
comprising at least the following components:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a support frame;
at least one burner body;
a gas rail;
a spark plug body;
a connection member suitable to connect the rail to an external feeding pipe to receive a gas; and
at least a connection pipe suitable to feed the gas from the rail to the burner body;
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the process comprising the step of moulding with a thermosetting material at least three of said components and then
assembling together said components.
[0039] The step of moulding comprises moulding together with a thermosetting material at least three of said components so as to form a single piece.
[0040] The same considerations made above, regarding the parts that can be made of thermosetting or thermoplastic
material and can be made as a single piece, are still valid for the production process.
[0041] Further features and advantages of the present invention will be more evident from the following description
of some embodiments, given only by non-limiting examples of the invention, with reference to the figures wherein:
-

35

-

40

Figure 1 is a perspective view of part of a cooking hob (or cooktop) according to the present invention;
Figure 2 is a top view of the same part of the cooking hob of Figure 1;
Figure 3 is an exploded view of a burner that is part of the cooking hob of Figure 1;
Figure 4 is a perspective view of the cooking hob of Figure 1, in which also a top plate (or plateau) is shown;
Figure 5 shows an elbow connection to connect part of the cooking hob of the present invention with an external
feeding pipe; and
Figure 6 is a perspective view of a free standing cooker a cooking system according to the present invention.

[0042] Figures 1 and 2 show part of a gas cooking hob 1 according to a first embodiment the present invention.
[0043] The hob 1 comprises a lower supporting frame (or plate) 2, a plurality of burners 3 and a gas feeding circuit 4.
[0044] The supporting plate 2 is a cup-shaped planar rectangular body, laying horizontally, designed to support a
plurality of other components described below.
[0045] The burners 3 are positioned in predetermined points of the frame 2. In the present embodiment there are four
burners 3 positioned according to the vertices of a square or a rectangle.
[0046] As shown in Figure 3, each burner 3 comprises:

45

-

50

-

a burner body 5, which is held by the supporting frame 2, in particular fixed to the frame 2;
a burner crown 6, held by the burner body 5 and having a plurality of radiant openings on its circumference for the
exit of air-gas combustion mixture;
a cap 7, to close the burner top;
a Venturi-type central vertical tubular element (not shown) for air/gas mixing, which in the present embodiment is
integral with the burner crown 6, but in a different embodiment could be also a separate piece;
a gas injector 14 to eject a gas flow into the Venturi-type element, and which can be integrated in the burner body;
a thermocouple 16, and related support 17 (integral with the burner body 5 in the present embodiment); and
a spark plug 15, and related support 18 (integral with the burner body 5 in the present embodiment).

55

[0047]
-

With reference again to Figures 1, 2 and also to Figure 5, the gas feeding circuit 4 comprises:

a gas rail 8 extending along one side of the frame 2 and suitable to be connected to an external gas feeding pipe
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[0048] As shown in Figure 4, the hob 1 also comprises a top plate (or work plate) 12, which is arranged onto the lower
supporting plate 2 to define there between a space where the gas feeding circuit is arranged. The top plate 12 has a
plurality of holes where the burners 3 can extend through. The hob 1 further comprises a plurality of knobs 13 (only one
of which is represented in Figure 4) connected to the valves 9.
[0049] According to the present invention, some of the above-described components are realized in a thermosetting
or thermoplastic material and are preferably made integral with each other in one piece by means of a moulding process.
In particular, it is possible to realize different embodiments, where the following parts can be selectively made of a
thermosetting or thermoplastic material by an injection moulding process:
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(not shown) to receive the combustion gas;
a connection member 19 (see Figure 5), preferably of a "elbow" type, to connect the gas rail 8 with the external gas
feeding pipe;
a plurality of valves 9 arranged along the gas rail 8, in a number corresponding to the number of burners 3 (four in
the present embodiment), to regulate the gas flow;
a corresponding number of gas connection pipes 10, each connecting a valve 9 to a burner 3 to feed it with the gas; and
a plurality of joints 11, to connect each other the gas rail 8 with the valves 9, the valves with the pipes 10, and the
pipes 10 with the burners 3.

the supporting frame 2;
the burner bodies 5, possibly including the supports 17 and 18 for the thermocouple 16 and the spark plug 15,
respectively;
the body of the spark plug 15 (insulation body);
the gas rail 8;
the elbow connection 19; and
the gas connection pipes 10 or part thereof.

[0050] Regarding the burner crowns 6 of Figure 3, the Applicant has noticed that the high temperature to which it is
subjected does not allow to use the thermosetting and thermoplastic materials known today.
[0051] Regarding the thermocouple 16, this part cannot be made of thermosetting and thermoplastic material because
of the presence of electrical components.
[0052] Regarding the valves 9, the complexity of this component does not render it particularly suitable for a realization
in thermoplastic or thermosetting material.
[0053] According to the present invention, it is also particularly advantageous to integrate in a single piece two or more
of the above parts, by means of a single moulding process. By way of non-limitative examples, the following parts could
be made integral with each other: the supporting frame 2 and the burner bodies 5, the supporting frame 2 and the gas
rail 8, the supporting frame 2 and the connection pipes 10 or part thereof, the gas rail 8 and the elbow connection 19,
each burner body with at least a part of the connection pipe 10.
[0054] It is also possible to make more complex combinations of the above components, and possibly also to make
a single piece including all the above components.
[0055] The parts that are not made in one piece can be assembled with the other parts according to traditional fixing
techniques. Moreover, the parts that are not made in one piece can be made of thermosetting or thermoplastic material
as well, by means of a separate moulding process, and then assembled with the others by means of traditional fixing
techniques.
[0056] The Applicant has found that the thermosetting and thermoplastic materials defined by the following ranges of
parameters are particularly suitable for the scope of the present invention.
Thermosetting materials

50

55

Material Parameter

Range of values

Tensile Strength

70-130 Mpa

Linear Dilation Coefficient

10-10-6- 30·10-6 mm °C

Flammability

V0 Class

Water absorption

≤ 0,5%

HDT (heat deflection temperature)

≥ 220 °C

Upper Limit Temperature Index

≥ 120 °C
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(continued)
Material Parameter

Range of values

Moulding Process Parameter

Range of values

Injection Temperature

Equal to mould temperature

Mould temperature

130-160 °C

Injection time (*)

Equal to stay time in the mould

Stay Time in the Mould

30-40 s/mm

Cooling Time

no cooling time

Compression Pressure

40-110 BAR

5

10

15

Notes: - (*) The injection time can be defined as the polimerization time

Thermoplastic Materials
20

25

Material Parameter

Range of values

Tensile Strength

150-250 MPa

Linear Dilation Coefficient

12x10-6 - 19x10-6 mm °C

Flammability

V0 Class

Water absorption

< 0,2 %

HDT (heat deflection temperature)

220 - 280 °C

Upper Limit Temperature Index

>150 °C

Moulding Process Parameter

Range of values

Injection Temperature

>250 °C

Mould temperature

>100 °C

Injection time (*)

<4 s

Stay Time in the Mould (**)

about 40 s for material thickness ≥ 3mm
or
about 10 s for each mm of material thickness

Cooling Time

about 10 s for each mm of material thickness

Injection Pressare

800-1500 Bar

30

35

40

45
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Notes: - (*) The injection time can be defined as the polymerization time
- (**) Stay Time = Cooling Time + Injection Time + Machine Movement Time
[0057] Figure 6 shows another type of appliance, in particular a free standing cooker 101, realized according to the
present invention. The free standing cooker 101 comprises a support frame 102, a plurality of burners 103 rigidly
connected, directly or indirectly, to the support frame 102, and a gas feeding circuit 104.
[0058] The burners 103 can be made as previously described with reference to Figure 3.
[0059] The support frame 102 comprises an assembly of elongated structural elements placed vertically or horizontally
along the perimeter of the appliance so as to form the skeleton thereof, to which the externals panels, such as the side
panels 151 of Figure 6, and the various internal parts, are connected.
[0060] In particular, the supporting frame 102 could comprise, on each side of the appliance, two vertical bars 141
(one on the front and one on the back of the appliance) and two horizontal bars 142 (one on the top and one on the
bottom of the appliance), forming respective rectangular bodies.
[0061] In the embodiment of Figure 6, the support frame 102 also comprises two crossbars 144 extending parallel to
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each other between the two horizontal bars 142 so as to define supporting elements for the burners 103. In particular,
the burners 103 are rigidly connected to the crossbars 144.
[0062] Some of the bars 141, 142 and 144, or all of them, may be made of thermosetting and thermoplastic material.
For example, in one possible embodiment all the mentioned bars can be made of thermosetting and thermoplastic
material, and in another possible embodiment only the crossbars 144 is made of thermosetting and thermoplastic material
while the bars 141 and 142 are made of another material, preferably metal.
[0063] The cooker 101 also comprises a top plate, not represented in Figure 6, having substantially the same shape
and function of the top plate 12 of the hob 1 previously described.
[0064] In a further possible embodiment, the two crossbars 144 may be missing, and the burners 103 may be directly
held by the top plate. In this embodiment, it is possible to make of thermosetting and thermoplastic material all the bars
141 and 142, or possibly only some of them. In this case the burners 103 are rigidly connected to the support frame
102, formed by the bars 141 and 142, through (i.e. by means of) the top plate.
[0065] The gas feeding circuit 104 comprises connection pipes 110, one for each burner, a rail 108 similar to the one
of the hob 1, and a connection member (not shown) to connect the gas rail with the external gas feeding pipe.
[0066] As in the case of the cooktop previously described, at least one, but preferably more than one, of these components is realized in a thermosetting or thermoplastic material. If two or more components are made of thermosetting
or thermoplastic material, these components can be possibly made integral with each other in one piece by means of
a moulding process. In particular, it is possible to make of a thermosetting or thermoplastic material one or more of the
following components:
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•
•
•
•
•

the supporting frame 102 or part thereof;
the burner bodies 5, possibly including the supports for the thermocouple and the spark plug, respectively;
the body 15 of the spark plug (insulation body);
the gas rail 108;
the connection member19; and
the connection pipes 110 or part thereof.

[0067] It is clear that the embodiments and the materials previously described are just illustrative examples and that
numerous variants can be made without departing from the scope of the present invention.
[0068] For example, the burners could be made according to different designs known in the art, such as with more
than one flame crowns and a more complex structure. There can be also more than one injector. For the purposes of
the present invention, the injectors could be also considered as part of the gas feeding circuit and be integrated with the
connecting pipes. Moreover, the connector 19 can be of a different type than an elbow connector.
[0069] The present invention offers several advantages over the prior art.
[0070] First, the production cost, and therefore the final cost of the appliance, Is reduced, since it is possible to produce
some parts of the apparatus by a simple and cheap moulding process, and the number of parts to be assembled can
be reduced. The thermoplastic component(s) made by the moulding process can be easily and quickly assembled with
the other parts, and this advantage provides benefit in both the production process and possible maintenance/repair
process, where the apparatus must be disassembled and then assembled again.
[0071] It is also possible to have a wide variety of cheap coloured parts, by using particular additives in the moulding
composition, thus improving the aesthetic of the apparatus.
[0072] As concern the manufacturing process, no particular details have been provided, as the injection moulding and
the assembling techniques previously mentioned are well known in the art.
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Claims
1.
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A gas cooking appliance (1; 101), comprising a support frame (2; 102), at least one burner (3; 103) rigidly connected
to said support frame, and a gas feeding circuit (4; 104) to feed gas to said burner, characterized in that at least
three of the following components of the gas cooking appliance are made of a thermosetting material:
• at least one burner body (5), being part of said at least one burner;
• a spark plug body (15), connected to said at least one burner;
• a gas rail (8; 108), being part of said gas feeding circuit, connected to said support frame;
• at least one gas connection pipe (10; 110), being part of said gas feeding circuit, to feed gas from the gas rail
(8; 108) to said at least one burner (3; 103);
• a connection member (19), being part of said gas feeding circuit, for connecting the gas rail to an external
feeding pipe; and
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• at least part of the support frame (2; 102);
wherein at least three of said components are made as a single piece of thermosetting material, and wherein said
single piece includes at least part of the support frame (2; 102), the gas rail (8; 108) and the connection member (19).
5

2.

The gas cooking appliance of claim 1, wherein said single piece includes the at least one burner body.

3.

The gas cooking appliance of anyone of claim 1 or 2, wherein said single piece includes the at least one gas
connection pipe.

4.

The gas cooking appliance of anyone of the claims 1 to 3, wherein it comprises a plurality of burner bodies (5) and
a plurality of gas connection pipes (10), each connection pipe being designed to feed gas from the gas rail to a
corresponding burner body, and wherein said single piece includes all the burner bodies and all the connection pipes.

5.

The gas cooking appliance of anyone of the preceding claims, wherein said single piece includes also a plurality of
joints (11) connecting each other different parts of said single piece.

6.

The gas cooking appliance of anyone of the preceding claims, wherein the support frame comprises a horizontal
plate (2) having at least one seat for hosting said at least one burner and wherein the plate is made of thermosetting
material.

7.

The gas cooking appliance of anyone of the preceding claims, wherein it comprises a plurality of burners, each
burner including a burner body (5), and wherein all the burner bodies are made of thermosetting material.

8.

The gas cooking appliance of anyone of the preceding claims, wherein the gas feeding circuit comprises a plurality
of gas connection pipes (10; 110) to feed gas to said burners, and wherein all of the gas connection pipes (10; 110)
are made of thermosetting material.

9.

The gas cooking appliance of anyone of the preceding claims, wherein the support frame comprises at least one
crossbar (144) holding said at least one burner and wherein the crossbar is made of thermosetting material.
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10. A process for producing a gas cooking appliance (1; 101) comprising at least the following components:
• a support frame (2; 102);
• at least one burner body (5);
• a gas rail (8; 108);
• a spark plug body (15);
• a connection member (19) suitable to connect the rail to an external feeding pipe to receive a gas; and
• at least a connection pipe (10; 110) suitable to feed the gas from the rail to the burner body;

35

40

the process comprising the step of moulding with a thermosetting material at least one of said components and then
assembling together said components, wherein the step of moulding comprises moulding together with a thermosetting material at least three of said components so as to form a single piece, and wherein the process is provided
for producing the gas cooking appliance (1; 101) according to any one of the claims 1 to 9.
45

Patentansprüche
1.
50

55

Gaskocher (1; 101), der einen Stützrahmen (2; 102), mindestens einen Brenner (3; 103), der starr mit dem Stützrahmen verbunden ist, und einen Gaszuleitungskreis (4; 104) zum Zuführen von Gas zu dem Brenner umfasst,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mindestens drei der folgenden Komponenten des Gaskochers aus einem wärmehärtenden Material bestehen:
• mindestens ein Brennerkörper (5), der Teil des mindestens einen Brenners ist;
• ein Zündkerzenkörper (15), der mit dem mindestens einen Brenner verbunden ist;
• eine Gasschiene (8; 108), die Teil des Gaszuleitungskreises ist, der mit dem Stützrahmen verbunden ist;
• mindestens ein Gasverbindungsrohr (10; 110), das Teil des Gaszuleitungskreises ist, zum Zuführen von Gas
von der Gasschiene (8; 108) zu dem mindestens einen Brenner (3; 103);
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• ein Verbindungselement (19), das Teil des Gaszuleitungskreises ist, zum Verbinden der Gasschiene mit einer
externen Zuleitung; und
• mindestens ein Teil des Stützrahmens (2; 102);
wobei mindestens drei der Komponenten als ein einzelnes Stück wärmehärtendes Material ausgebildet sind, und
wobei das einzelne Stück mindestens einen Teil des Stützrahmens (2; 102), der Gasschiene (8; 108) und des
Verbindungselements (19) enthält.

5

2.

Gaskocher nach Anspruch 1, wobei das einzelne Stück den mindestens einen Brennerkörper enthält.

3.

Gaskocher nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2, wobei das einzelne Stück das mindestens eine Gasverbindungsrohr
enthält.

4.

Gaskocher nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, der mehrere Brennerkörper (5) und mehrere Gasverbindungsrohre
(10) umfasst, wobei jedes Verbindungsrohr dafür ausgelegt ist, Gas von der Gasschiene zu einem entsprechenden
Brennerkörper zu leiten, und wobei das einzelne Stück alle Brennerkörper und alle Verbindungsrohre enthält.

5.

Gaskocher nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei das einzelne Stück außerdem mehrere Verbindungsstücke (11) enthält, die jeweils andere verschiedene Teile des einzelnen Stücks verbinden.

6.

Gaskocher nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Stützrahmen eine horizontale Platte (2) umfasst,
die mindestens einen Sitz aufweist, um den mindestens einen Brenner aufzunehmen, und wobei die Platte aus
einem wärmehärtenden Material besteht.

7.

Gaskocher nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, der mehrere Brenner umfasst, wobei jeder Brenner einen
Brennerkörper (5) enthält, und wobei alle Brennerkörper aus einem wärmehärtenden Material bestehen.

8.

Gaskocher nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Gaszuleitungskreis mehrere Gasverbindungsrohre (10; 110) zum Zuführen von Gas zu den Brennern umfasst, und wobei alle Gasverbindungsrohre (10; 110)
aus einem wärmehärtenden Material bestehen.

9.

Gaskocher nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Stützrahmen mindestens ein Querelement (144)
umfasst, das den mindestens einen Brenner hält, und wobei das Querelement aus einem wärmehärtenden Material
besteht.
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10. Prozess zum Herstellen eines Gaskochers (1; 101), der mindestens die folgenden Komponenten umfasst:
• einen Stützrahmen (2; 102);
• mindestens einen Brennerkörper (5);
• eine Gasschiene (8; 108);
• einen Zündkerzenkörper (15);
• ein Verbindungselement (19), das dafür geeignet ist, die Schiene mit einer externen Zuleitung zu verbinden,
um ein Gas zu empfangen; und
• mindestens ein Verbindungsrohr (10; 110), das zum Zuführen des Gases von der Schiene zu dem Brennerkörper geeignet ist;
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wobei der Prozess den Schritt umfasst, mit einem wärmehärtenden Material mindestens eine der Komponenten zu
formen und dann die Komponenten zusammenzubauen, wobei der Schritt des Formens umfasst, mit einem wärmehärtenden Material mindestens drei der Komponenten so zusammen zu formen, dass ein einzelnes Stück entsteht, und wobei der Prozess zum Herstellen des Gaskochers (1; 101) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9 bereitgestellt
wird.
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1.

Appareil de cuisson au gaz (1; 101), comprenant un cadre de support (2; 102), au moins un brûleur (3; 103) connecté
de façon rigide audit cadre de support, et un circuit de fourniture de gaz (4; 104) pour fournir du gaz audit brûleur,
caractérisé en ce qu’au moins trois des composants suivants de l’appareil de cuisson au gaz sont constitués d’un
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matériau thermodurcissable:
- au moins un corps de brûleur (5), qui fait partie dudit au moins un brûleur;
- un culot de bougie d’allumage (15), connecté audit au moins un brûleur;
- un rail à gaz (8; 108), qui fait partie dudit circuit de fourniture de gaz, connecté audit cadre de support;
- au moins un tuyau de connexion de gaz (10; 110), qui fait partie dudit circuit de fourniture de gaz, pour fournir
du gaz depuis le rail à gaz (8; 108) audit au moins un brûleur (3; 103);
- un élément de connexion (19), qui fait partie dudit circuit de fourniture de gaz, pour connecter le rail à gaz à
un tuyau d’alimentation externe; et
- au moins une partie du cadre de support (2; 102);

5

10

dans lequel au moins trois desdits composants sont constitués d’une seule pièce de matériau thermodurcissable,
et dans lequel ladite pièce unique comprend au moins une partie du cadre de support (2; 102), le rail à gaz (8; 108)
et l’élément de connexion (19).
15

2.

Appareil de cuisson au gaz selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite pièce unique comprend ledit au moins un
corps de brûleur.

3.

Appareil de cuisson au gaz selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 ou 2, dans lequel ladite pièce unique
comprend ledit au moins un tuyau de connexion de gaz.

4.

Appareil de cuisson au gaz selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel il comprend une pluralité
de corps de brûleur (5) et une pluralité d’éléments de connexion de gaz (10), chaque tuyau de connexion étant
conçu de manière à fournir du gaz depuis le rail à gaz à un corps de brûleur correspondant, et dans lequel ladite
pièce unique comprend la totalité des corps de brûleur et la totalité des tuyaux de connexion.

5.

Appareil de cuisson au gaz selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel ladite pièce unique
comprend également une pluralité de joints (11) qui connectent chacune des autres parties différentes de ladite
pièce unique.

6.

Appareil de cuisson au gaz selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le cadre de support
comprend une plaque horizontale (2) comprenant au moins un siège pour recevoir ledit au moins un brûleur, et
dans lequel la plaque est constituée d’un matériau thermodurcissable.

7.

Appareil de cuisson au gaz selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel il comprend une
pluralité de brûleurs, chaque brûleur comprenant un corps de brûleur (5), et dans lequel tous les corps de brûleur
sont constitués d’un matériau thermodurcissable.

8.

Appareil de cuisson au gaz selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le circuit de fourniture de gaz comprend une pluralité de tuyaux de connexion de gaz (10; 110) pour fournir du gaz auxdits brûleurs,
et dans lequel la totalité des tuyaux de connexion de gaz (10; 110) sont constitués d’un matériau thermodurcissable.

9.

Appareil de cuisson au gaz selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le cadre de support
comprend au moins une barre transversale (144) qui supporte ledit au moins un brûleur, et dans lequel la barre
transversale est constituée d’un matériau thermodurcissable.
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10. Procédé de production d’un appareil de cuisson au gaz (1; 101) comprenant au moins les composants suivants:
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- un cadre de support (2; 102);
- au moins un corps de brûleur (5);
- un rail à gaz (8; 108);
- un culot de bougie d’allumage (15);
- un élément de connexion (19) approprié pour connecter le rail à un tuyau d’alimentation externe pour recevoir
un gaz; et
- au moins un tuyau de connexion (10; 110) approprié pour fournir le gaz depuis le rail au corps de brûleur;
le procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à mouler avec un matériau thermodurcissable au moins un desdits
composants, et ensuite à assembler lesdits composants les uns avec les autres, dans lequel l’étape de moulage
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consiste à mouler avec un matériau thermodurcissable au moins trois desdits composants de manière à former une
pièce unique, et dans lequel le procédé est exécuté pour produire l’appareil de cuisson au gaz (1; 101) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 9.
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